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 Posted on Sep 30, 2017 The BobCAD-CAM V26 Upgrade is finally here and with a lot of new features. We are excited to
announce that the V26 is the first upgrade of the BobCAD-CAM platform that is completely user controlled. In other words, a
user can modify the toolpath and editing actions without the need to rely on the auto configuration and live update features of

the previous release. For those familiar with the V20 the new V26 Upgrade is a huge improvement with many of the V20
features being migrated into the V26 Upgrade and made available as basic features. Furthermore, you will find additional
features such as DynStrategy Profiles, editing and splitting of paths, the ability to change tool length and the use of new

rendering capabilities. The DynStrategy profiles are simply the profiles that you use to create toolpaths. Now you have the
opportunity to configure a profile for a specific part (or entire job) and to use it for the complete job. The benefit of this is that

you only need to create a profile once for each part or job you need to work with. Moreover, with the new and improved
dynamic machining strategies, users can now easily create highly optimized paths that change based on the parameters in the
paths. Another nice example is the use of adaptable paths which allow you to make your machining operations more flexible.

For example, when you import a part you can create a new path that does not follow the imported path exactly but adapts to the
actual part. Furthermore, the new CNC Live Update feature allows you to edit any value in real time while using the cutter and
software. All of these features can be fully controlled by the user, so you are no longer forced to rely on the automatic setup,

live update and dynamically machine update features of the V20. The new V26 Upgrade also allows you to work with multiple
jobs and/or parts all in the same CNC machine. The BobCAD-CAM V26 Upgrade is available for all users who have purchased

a license for the V20 and V20 Plus. The new V26 Upgrade will be sold at a discounted price until November 6, 2017 (which
will be the end of the current “trial” period). Here is an overview of the new features: 1. Machine Control You can now control

the machining action of the machine in real time. No longer is the machine automatically 82157476af
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